
BoG T&CM Committee Meeting Notes       22 Aug 2017 
Attendees:   Jeff Bayone, Sam Marks, Joyce Penn, Rich Carle, Barbara Heller, Steve Moese 
Absent:   Steve Gaynor, Barbara Starzec, Judy Elbogen, Kamil Fergani 
 

We agreed to escalate the one action item priority at the start of this meeting so Jeff Bayone could 
participate.  
 
Segmentation 
What do we need to know about clubs/teachers that we do not already know? 
 

Steve M.  asked everyone to create a list of attributes that describe clubs (and a separate list that 
describe teachers) so that we can create an effective way of understanding what matters to what groups 
of clubs (and group dog like kind teachers) across the ACBL.  Get your list to Steve M. by August 29, 
2017. Steve will collate the list and arrange it for presentation to the ACBL/Dan Storch (Marketing 
Director).   
 
Recap July & Toronto  
Jeff:  Ed Foundation  developing a program to teach University students. 
Very frustrating to see so few ABTA Teachers responded to the first questionnaire (about 8 of 100 in the 
ABTA meeting.  Jeff worked with Patty Tucker to ensure future requests are clearly communication.  
Joyce and Barbara both thought that we should communicate through the ABTA in a “single-topic” e-
mail to be sure stakeholders respond to our surveys.  Bett Starzec is the new President of the ABTA and 
is a Trustee for the Ed Foundation. 
 

Steve:  BoD received information extremely well. Al Levey stood up after the report and affirmed that 
the Board needed to create a partnership with the clubs.  We discussed what Kevin Lane’s Task Force 
was doing – Sam M. to meet with Kevin and update us at our next call. You can find Kevin Lane’s slide 
presentation to the BoD on the Committee Team page at: 
http://www.district11bridge.com/BoG/2017BoGTCODocs.html  
 
Bahar Gadwani & Dan Storch engaged with us.  Steve and Dan to partner in Committee efforts to bring 
next steps forward.  Aligned to immediate priorities (Teacher contact information improvement, 
segmentation data gathering (What data and why), and Member lifecycle models – what do new players 
need when and how to get it to them. 
 

BoG mixed – surprising faction not wanting to act or represent. Tangible progress. 
 
Rich Carle:  About the BoG not wanting to do the heavy lifting - Our age impacts how willing we are to 
volunteer work.   Many volunteers work one event and quit.  Need to find people who can provide 
several years of support.   
 
Sam M.: Spent several meetings working issues with the ACBL and Bob Heller.  Large clubs across the 
country are abusing the NAPQ games (if you run an Open, U2500 and Novice game simultaneously, you 
can’t stratify the open game).   
 
Barbara H: Kevin Lane’s task force ends when Bob Heller is replaced as President of the BoD.  Its up to 
the next President whether to continue that task force.  (Our Committee charter lasts as long as Richard 
Popper is Chair – a minimum of 2 years).   
 

http://www.district11bridge.com/BoG/2017BoGTCODocs.html


Next Questionnaire 
Too early to address specific questions  until we know what attributes we want from clubs and teachers 
so we can best classify them.  Once we have those,  we can ask clubs/teachers what looks like help 
growing their clubs/classes.   
 
We will do separate questionnaires for Clubs and for Teachers.   
 
Before we poll teachers, we need better teacher contact information and will ask Districts and Units 
through the ACBL for help creating a new master contact list.  The ACBL will own the list and share it 
with the ABTA and Ed Foundation.  We might have to delay the teacher questionnaire to complete the 
compilation of full contact information.   Steve will work the letter asking Unit and District Presidents for 
their compiled lists of teachers, lecturers, and coaches in their area.  We want to be expansive/inclusive 
here.  
 
We adjourned at 8:50 PM EDT.   
 
Submitted Respectfully, 
Steve Moese, Chair 


